
Why 
Names
Matter

More than You Ever Imagined

Branding Insight for Naming Companies, Products, Services & Technologies



As You Launch 

Your New Company, 

Product, Service 

or Technology

What Future Will Unfold?

What goals are you pursuing?

What sales targets do you want to hit?

Are you doing everything you can to create success?

Are you giving your product every possible advantage?



Will You 
Immediately Grab

Attention?

Make a great first 
impression and claim 

centre stage in 
your industry?



Or Will You Get Lost in the Crowd?

Fail to gain any recognition?

And continually struggle to get noticed?

If it can’t attract the attention it deserves, 
your product will never achieve its potential.

Obscurity is the enemy of sales and profit.



Will It be 
Perceived as a 

High-Value Product?

And command a 
premium price?



Or Will Your Product be Seen as a Commodity?

And be destined for constant price grinding?

Perception drives buying behaviour

Customers never pay top dollar for a product 
burdened with a bargain basement identity



The Trouble Is ...

Launching a new company, product, service or technology 
is extremely demanding.  Company leaders are juggling so 
many priorities that they often neglect one of the most 
influential factors in a product’s success.

By giving it only casual attention or ignoring it all together, 
they unknowingly sabotage marketplace potential.  The 
consequences last for years.

This vital, but often overlooked  success factor is at the 
heart of every brand interaction - both in person and online.

It forms crucial first impressions.  It is the first thing that 
customers learn about your product.  And it’s what they’ll 
remember the longest.



It shapes customers’ thoughts and feelings about your 
product.  It influences whether they’ll pay attention - and 
the price they’ll be willing to pay.  It has the potential to 
ignite or extinguish buying demand.

It can catapult a product to prominence and give it a 
permanent competitive advantage.  Or it can mire a 
product in obscurity and forever impede its progress.

What Is this Vital Influential Factor?

The Product’s Name



The Name Is More than a Label or Collection of Letters

It Is the Cornerstone of Brand Identity



The Name Is Your Highest Profile

Most Repeated

Longest Lasting Marketing Message



The Name Is a
Pivotal Factor

in 
yo

ur
 su

cc
es

s or the lack of it

Names can boost or block your business performance.  They’re the message your customers see 
first and most.  They influence every encounter with your brand.  They’re part of every sales pitch, 
phone call, email, sign, business card, trade show conversation, website visit and social media post.

Over its lifetime, a name will be seen and said, heard and read millions of times.  You need a name 
worth repeating a million times.  A name that makes a positive brand impression every time.

People judge books by their covers and products by their names.  Your quest to be known, project 
credibility and lead customers to buy, starts with the name.



Quality Matters

Nike didn’t become an iconic global brand when it 
was called Blue Ribbon Sports.

Marion Morrison’s film career was limited to a few 
bit parts until he changed his name to John Wayne.

Ralph Lauren would have never sold a single polo 
shirt with his real name, Ralph Lifshitz, on the label.

Howard Schultz’s grand vision didn’t come true 
until he changed the name of his coffee shops from 
Il Giornale to Starbucks.

As in all things in life, quality matters in naming.

Different names produce different results.

Names are not created equal

Not just any name will do

If you want Brand-calibre results 
you need a Brand-calibre name



Will the Name 
Spread on its Own?

Brand-calibre names are 
instantly repeatable and spread 
organically by word of mouth



Commodity-class names can cost 
you a fortune.   Because  they’re 
low on relevance, memorability

and sex appeal,  they need 
constant, and expensive 

advertising support.

Or Will it Consume
Vast Amounts 
of Time and a 

Massive Budget
to Become Known?



Will the
Name Drive 
Your Sales
Forward?

Brand-calibre names grab attention, 
plant key ideas, differentiate you 

from the competition and pique curiosity.

Brand-calibre names 
customers on the path to buy

lead 



Or Will it Be a 
Constant Drag 

on Performance?

If you give your 
product a Commodity-class 

name, be prepared for a long, 
slow sales cycle.  Extra effort will 

be needed to get on the customer’s 
radar screen, build credibility, and 

overcome price objections.



Will the Name Be Strong
Enough to Dominate

the Market?

Names that define an industry landscape 
give products an enormous advantage over 
competitors.  It’s the kind of advantage that 
Google has in search engines, FedEx has in

overnight delivery, and Kleenex has in facial tissue.

It takes a Brand-calibre name 
to dominate an industry



How Will You 
Avoid the Inherent 
Risks of Naming?

On the surface, naming look easy.  But truth 
be told it’s hard.  Very hard.

It is a big challenge to come up with a vocabulary snippet that 
captures the essence of a Brand in , is free from2 to 3 syllables

trademark conflicts and has an available web address and social media IDs.

It’s even tougher in a team environment where different people have different tastes 
and the only measuring stick of name quality is “I like it.”

In-house naming efforts frequently spiral into a time-sucking vortex of frustration that 
leads to a substandard name that’s a permanent drag on business performance.

It’s a common scenario, but it doesn’t have to be that way.  With the right guide, 
naming can be a fun, strategic project that leads to an outstanding result.



An Experienced Guide
Makes All the Difference

 

Identicor is Western Canada’s
Most Experienced Professional

Naming Agency

We Will Guide You
to Naming Success



To Reach the Summit
To achieve a Brand-calibre name
To navigate around ominous obstacles 
To reach your goal as quickly as possible

You Need a Seasoned Guide

fail or succeed.  A guide who knows strategy, 
research, language structure, wordsmithing, 
phonetics, and trademark lawyers.
Identicor is that guide.

A guide who knows what makes names 

For more than 20 years,
Identicor has been creating
 Brand-calibre names for  
B2B, tech and consumer 

enterprises in dozens 
of industry sectors



“We needed a name that would create some excitement 
and would be appealing, solid and memorable. 
Identicor helped us achieve all of our goals.”

“I’ve been through dozens of naming projects,
 Identicor’s was the best I’ve ever seen.”

Chris Ollenberger, P.Eng., ICD. D.
Quantum Place Developments

Royce Howland, CTO
Cospring Inc.

“Our new name is more 
than a company title, 

it’s our own brandable 
chunk of DNA!”

“Reaction to the name 
has been consistently 
positive from the first 
time we presented it.”

Brian Hamilton, CA, CFA
Corplan Advisors Inc.

“Our investment 
in Identicor’s naming 
services continues to 

give us a valuable return.”



“I enthusiastically 
recommend Identicor 
to guide your company 
through the task of 
coming up with 
the right name.”

Tom Collins, Stratavera Partners

“The value of Identicor’s 
professional services was 

immediately evident 
from our first session.”

Mark McDonald, President
Eyelogic Systems Inc.

“Identicor
moved our 
company
image 
upscale!”

Susan Bullard, Vivarri

“Cybera is a terrific three‐syllable conversation starter. “

Lynn Sutherland, Founding President, Cybera Inc.

“In my opinion, any organization that is serious 
about its name should enlist professional naming services. 

Based on our experience, I recommend Identicor.”



Identicor Creates Brand-Calibre Names that ...

Stand Out
from the Crowd

Stand the
Test of Time

Get
Remembered

Get
Repeated

Get Customers
Thinking

Start
 Conversations

Grab
Attention

Tell a
Story

Make a Great
First Impression

Accelerate the
Sales Cycle



Command
Premium Prices

Win
Market Share

Win
Mind Share

Go
Global

Go
Viral

Qualify for
Trademarks

Spread by
Word of Mouth

Create
Buying Demand

Grow into High 
Value Assets

Achieve Strategic
Business Results

Check out Identicor’s Gallery of Brand-Calibre Names





Just a Few of the Brand-Calibre Names Created by Identicor



is here to help

Thanks for taking the time 
to review this document.  I hope 

the ideas are helpful for you.  Do you
have a new company or product that needs

a name?  Would you like to learn more about
how Identicor creates Brand-calibre names?

Let’s set a time for a no-charge phone call or coffee
conversation.  Please contact Roger Grant at 403.685.2100

Email roger@identicor.com  - - - - - - - - - -  www.identicor.com


